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NORTON
A BRAND TRUSTED FOR OVER 135+ YEARS

1665 
Creation of the 
Manufacture royale
des Glaces

1668 
Invention of
glass table casting

 1850-1900 
Saint-Gobain expands in 
Europe: Germany, Italy, 
Belgium and Spain

1900 Years
Refocus on materials 
with a high technology 
content and entry into 
building distribution and 
plasterboard

1900-1950 
Saint-Gobain diversifies 
into new markets and 
new products

1970 
Merger between 
Pont-à-Mousson and 
Saint-Gobain. Ongoing 
internationalization

2007 
Saint-Gobain focuses its 
strategy on habitat

2015 
Saint-Gobain celebrates 
its 350th anniversary

2016 
Saint-Gobain introduces 
its new positioning and 
new visual identity

Since the last 135+ years, Norton has focused 
on providing Innovative Abrasive Products 
that solve customers' manufacturing needs 
wherever materials are cut, shaped or 
finished. Norton offers our customers with 
the industry's most comprehensive line of 
quality abrasives and has unmatched 
solutions across all industry segments for 
abrasive grinding to finishing.

GRINDWELL NORTON LTD

Founded in 1941, Grindwell Abrasives, as 
Grindwell Norton was then known, is an 
Indian arm of Saint-Gobain Conglomerate 
which has eight companies across India. It is 
the leader in Abrasives in India with 
manufacturing plants at Bangalore, Himachal, 
Mora and Nagpur

Leading innovation
for over 135+ years

64 manufacturing
facilities globally

 4 in India:   Bangalore 
    Mora   Nagpur 
   Himachal

Research & Innovation
powering differentiation

COMPAGNIE
DE SAINT-GOBAIN

Worldwide leader in light and
sustainable construction, Saint-Gobain 
is present in 75 countries with more 
than 166,000 employees.
Saint-Gobain designs, manufactures 
and distributes materials and services 
for the construction and industrial 
markets. Its integrated solutions for the
renovation of public and private
buildings, light construction and the
de-carbonization of construction and
industry are developed through a
continuous innovation process which
provides sustainability and 
performance. The Group's commitment 
is guided by its purpose, "MAKING THE 
WORLD A BETTER HOME"

2018 

SAINT-GOBAIN

350+ YEARS

OF INDUSTRIAL

HISTORY

Farécla becomes a
part of Saint-Gobain
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AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET

As one of the leading manufacturers in the 
automotive refinishing sector, Norton is 
committed to the manufacturing and 
distribution of a wide range of non-paint 
products for the professional body shop.
The combination of high quality products, 
vast experience and knowledge of 
professional sanding systems - from paint 
removal to surface reconditioning and 
polishing - allows us to meet virtually all 
customer demands.

Through innovation and development

By developing complete application and 
process solutions for a constantly evolving 
automotive refinishing market

By supplying the highest quality standards

By commitment to safety: man and 
environment first

TRAINING

It is our goal to establish a long-term 
relationship with our customers, with a 
strong emphasis on sharing our
professional skills, process knowledge and 
providing up-to-date information regarding 
industry developments. The result allows you, 
our customer, to receive the greatest value 
from our product solutions for automotive 
repair shops.

Our Automotive Refinishing Centre in 
Bangalore is fully equipped facility offering 
professional technical locations for hands-on 
training based on best practices in repair 
shops. Training sessions are organized on a 
frequent basis: to share experience, train 
technicians and to maximize close 
collaboration between our team and our 
customers to choose the right product, 
providing best performances, evaluating 
market-trends, and anticipating future 
developments in new paints,
lighter body panels, etc.
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THE WORLD'S
PREMIUM
ABRASIVE
BRAND

A HISTORY OF EXCELLENCE

NORTON OFFERS POWERFUL, PRECISE 
AND USER FRIENDLY SOLUTIONS 
ENABLING OUR CUSTOMERS TO SHAPE 
AND SURFACE-FINISH ALL TYPES OF 
MATERIALS EVEN IN THE MOST 
CHALLENGING AUTOMOTIVE 
APPLICATIONS.

In the mid 19th Century, a group of ceramists 
and entrepreneurs in  Worcester, 
Massachusetts, USA, set out with a goal: meet 
the growing need of the burgeoning U.S. 
manufacturing industry, which needed an 
ever increasing supply of grinding wheels to 
build and maintain machinery.

THE NORTON BRAND HISTORY

Norton started as a pottery business in 1858 
in Worcester, Massachusetts, USA. By 1876, 
they were manufacturing grinding wheels, 
having a patent for vitrified wheels, with 
customer demands flourishing. In 1885, the 
Norton Emery Wheel Company was founded 
commanding 1.5 million square feet (140,000 
square metres) of manufacturing space.

Throughout the 20th century, Norton 
continually grew its abrasive range and 
became established world-wide: Germany 
(1910), France (1920), UK (1930), Italy (1935), 
Brazil (1956), India (1968), Japan (1972)... By 

1950, Norton was the leading world-wide 
abrasive brand. Through continual 
improvement, product excellence and a drive 
for innovation, Norton continues today to be 
the world leader in abrasives - a brand 
synonymous with quality and cutting edge 
technological solutions.

As the technology leader, Norton sits at the 
forefront of the industry providing highly 
engineered, high- performance value-adding 
abrasives. Norton's continual investment in 
R&D and close collaboration with customers 
generates highly performance-optimised 
innovations. This strong commitment ensures 
that exciting new products are continuously 
introduced which offer substantial customer 
benefits. Helping to improve process 
productivity and reshape the world of
abrasive solutions

76

This catalogue reflects our full range of 
abrasives for the Automotive Aftermarket, 
providing a unique, professional and 
complete sanding solution. Our range 
comprising of Multi-Air process is a good 
example of both our high-tech 
manufacturing technology and our 
innovative ideas on processes. Not to be 
forgotten are our products for metal working, 
such as the Norton Blue Fire cutting-off 
and grinding wheels, or Norton Pro Plus 
sanding paper remove this part which show 
the continuous improvement coming from 
our long industrial experience. In addition to 
this, our product ranges include various 
sanding accessories and complementary 
products. We have the most complete and 
innovative product offering for the 
automotive repair market.

It is our aim to provide optimal abrasive 
solutions to meet the body-shop technician 
needs:



RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT,
QUALITY & PRODUCT SAFETY

Saint-Gobain houses Abrasive 
Technology Centres across the globe 
with headquarters in North America.
In India the Grinding Technology centre 
focuses on:

•  New Product Development

•  Exploratory Researches

•  Application Engineering Projects

•  Quality Assurance Activities and

•  Education & Training

Norton plants are ISO-9001, ISO-
14000, OHSAS-1800 certified and 
adapts world class manufacturing 
practices to exceed customer 
expectations around the world

We are committed towards ensuring 
highest product safety, a large range 
Grinding and Cutting products 
conforms to European Product Safety 
Standard EN12413. Norton being part 
of Saint-Gobain is also a member of 
oSa (Organization for safety of 
Abrasives), an European organization 
which actively participates in the 
standardization process.

We design our products to meet these 
stringent safety norms and all our 
products undergo in-depth safety tests 
such as Burst Speed, Side Load & 
Impact test to ensure compliance with 
EN12413 & oSa standards.
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COMPLETE
REFINISHING 
SOLUTIONS FROM 
SAINT-GOBAIN
From sanding, repairing and protecting 
panels, to the replacement and enhancement 
of glass, Norton is the expert at delivering 
complete systems and solutions to the 
automotive aftermarket. Our combined 
expertise ensures that Norton is at the very 
centre of every repair or enhancement and 
we work in perfect alignment to bring every 
vehicle back to showroom condition.

PAINT DEFECT  
REMOVAL & POLISHING  

•

 

Abrasives nishing products

• Polishin g compounds 

• Detailer / clean up sprays 

• Micro bre cloths

 

PAINT PREPARATION /  
APPLICATION 

•

 

Norton Paint System

• Tack rags

BODY PANEL  
REPAIR 

• Metal fabrication

• Abrasives sanding solutions

• Guide coats

HEADLIGHT  
REPAIR

•

 

Headlight repair

BODY PANEL  
REPAIR 

PAINT PREPARATION /  
APPLICATION 

BUMPER REPAIR /  
COSMETIC

PAINT PROTECTION /  
MASKING SOLUTIONS

HEADLIGHT
REPAIR

GLASS REPAIR /  
REPLACEMENT 

GLASSAFETY/ PROTECTION  
GLASUPGRADE

DETAILING /  
BODY PROTECTION 

PAINT DEFECT REMOVAL  
& POLISHING 

 ALLOY WHEEL 
REFURBISHMENT 

BUMPER REPAIR /  
COSMETIC

•

  

Abrasives sanding solutions

• Masking tapes

• Double sided masking tape 

• Paint protection lm

 MASKING SOLUTIONS

•

 

Masking sheeting 

• Masking tapes

• Fine line tapes 

• Foam edge tape 

•  Perforated trim tape

•  Paint protection lm
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A.
BODY REPAIR 

Norton offers products for 
cutting, grinding, surface 
preparation, shaping, sanding, 
cleaning and rust and excess 
material removal from high 
strength steel and automotive 
materials in the collision repair 
sector.

B.
MANUAL SANDING

MACHINE SANDING

C.
PAINT FINISHING

D.
MASKING

E .
NORTON PAINT 
SYSTEM

F.
PERSONAL 
PROTECTION 
EQUIPMENT

From aggressive removal of paint layers to fine 
sanding finishing. In panel repair and 
preparation, look no further than Multi-Air cut 
sheets with the original hole configuration from 
Norton, designed for maximum dust extraction.

Product Highlight: Multi-Air Plus (A975) The 
best product for final sanding when used in 
conjunction with the Multi-Air sanding block.

Whether sanding bare metal, filler, primer, 
base coat, clear coat, plastics or composites, 
Norton makes life quicker and easier in the 
bodyshop. Film discs, foam backed discs, 
mesh abrasives and Cyclonic Multi-Air which 
offers innovation as the 'all-in-one' sanding 
system with the ultimate dust extraction on all 
surfaces.

Product Highlight: Multi-Air Cyclonic colour 
coded discs and rolls made using premium 
abrasive grain, laser cut technology, an anti-
clog layer, and foam backing make Cyclonic 
the new go-to system

For a high gloss finish and mirror 
shine, Norton offers abrasives, 
Farecla Polishing compounds 
and accessories to choose from 
to make the polishing process 
fast and simple.

Product Highlight: G360 Super 
Fast Compound ensures a 
polished finish on most common 
clear coats using only one 
Compound, single step process 
for faster & permanent results.

A number of tapes are available 
for masking applications which 
require high heat resistance, to 
more specialist jobs on edges 
and in apertures.

Product Highlight:
Norton Premium Tape
Resists high temperatures, 
conforms to contours, and 
leaves no residue when 
removed.

An effective solution for 
preparing, mixing and spraying 
paint. A faster, cleaner solution, 
the NPS saves on cleaning time 
and solvent usage and can be 
used without the hard cup, 
improving spraying visibility 
and providing a more 
comfortable experience.

Norton offers a range of 
respiratory masks, gloves, 
glasses and overalls for 
protection in the bodyshop

NORTON
PROCESS
SOLUTIONS
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Designed for all rough applications 

including weld removal, surface 

preparation, metal removal, reshaping and 

cutting rusted and corroded materials.

Norton Blue Fire is the choice of the

professional, cutting quickly and comfortably.

BLUE FIRE 3”
CUT-OFF WHEEL  76x1x10 100
UPC Code: 66252828241

NORTON XPERT 180X1.6X22.23 120
UPC Code: 66252847735

PRODUCTS SIZE (MM) MOQ

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

1. Safety in the storage and use of
Cutting-Off & Grinding Wheels
All cutting-off and grinding wheels are prone to breakage  
and it is imperative that users take appropriate precautions. 
Abrasive wheels that are damaged, incorrectly mounted or 
used are dangerous and can cause serious injuries to any 
one in the vicinity. This section contains a summary of the 
most important precautions. Further safety 
recommendations can be found in the country laws, 
decrees and technical standards in the FEPA - safety code

(Federation of European Producers of Abrasives,  

www.fepa-abrasives.org).

2. Wheel selection
Carefully read the label or information on the wheel and 
ensure the wheel is suitable for the application and has the 
correct dimensions. Check that the max. rpm of the 
machines spindle on which the wheel is mounted never 
exceeds the max. rpm printed on the wheel label. Follow 
any restriction of use and specific instructions which may 
be indicated on the wheel or attached documents.

3. Inspection & Test Before Mounting
Ensure that the instructions on the wheel and on the
machine are compatible.

4. Visual Inspection
Carefully inspect the abrasive wheel, if it is damaged in 
any way, do not use.

5. Safety Equipment
Before starting the cutting-off or grinding operation, the 
wheel guard must be in position and fixed securely. The 
wheel guard must be capable of catching broken wheel 
fragments effectively and withstanding the impact caused 
by wheel breakage.

6. Mounting & Use of the Mounting Devices
Mount wheels on machines designed for the specific 
operation only.  Never use force when mounting. Always  
use the mounting flanges supplied with the machine and  
ensure they are clean, never modify them in any way.

7. Instruction for Use
Cutting-off and grinding wheels should only be used for 
materials they are suitable for. This is shown by pictograms 
on the product, packaging and in the catalogue.

• Cutting-Off: When cutting-off, keep the wheel straight in 
the cut and add only radial pressure to the wheel.

• Grinding: When grinding keep the wheel at an angle of 
20/30º or more to the work piece.

1. CUTTING & GRINDING

FEATURES

• High performance abrasive grains
 yields upto 50% more cuts than
 standard discs
• Stong bond system in disc formula
 provides longer life, reduces workpiece
 burn and lowers he need for deburring
• Wide range of disc sizes available
 for cutting and grinding using a straight
 grinder or angle grinder in small or
 hard to reach areas

6. FILLERS & ACCESSORIES

A.
BODY REPAIR 

1.  CUTTING & GRINDING

 Cutting & Grinding Wheels

2. PANEL PREPARATION &
 WELD GRINDING
 Fibre discs

3. DEBURRING &
 RUST/PAINT REMOVAL
 Flap discs
 Coated Zirkon Disc

5. PORTABLE SANDING BELTS
 File belts
 R980 Belts & Kit

6. ADHESIVES, SEALANTS COATINGS 
 Structural Adhesives
 Sealants & Adhesives
 Aerosols Coatings 

4. QUICK CHANGE DISCS FOR SMALL AREAS
Plain discs
Rapid Strip discs
Mini Grinder & Kit 

7. FILLERS & ACCESSORIES

BLUE FIRE CUTTING DISCS
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2. PANEL PREPARATION & WELD GRINDING 2. PANEL PREPARATION & WELD GRINDING

ZIRKON FIBRE DISC  127X22.23, 102X16 100 24, 36, 60
CAP code : F822

ALKON GOLD PLUS
COATED DISC 178X22.33 100 120
CAP code : F221

ALKON GOLD PLUS
COATED DISC 127X22.23, 102X16 100 24, 36, 60, 80, 120
CAP code : F224

ZIRKON SPEEDGRIP
VELCRO DISC  150X0, 200X0 100 36, 40, 60, 80
CAP code : R809

ZIRKON SPEEDGRIP
VELCRO DISC  150X0 100 80
CAP code : H375

BLAZE
RAPID STRIP 75X0 50 36, 60, 80
CAP code : R980

NORTON 2” MINI
ANGLE GRINDER  ________ _______  
CAP code : AS245

SPEEDLOK TOOL &
CONSUMABLE KIT ________ _______  
CAP code : R980 

PRODUCTS SIZE (MM) MOQ GRIT
ZIRKON FIBRE DISC 
CAP CODE: F822

FEATURES
Zirkon Premium Grains
Full resin bonding system
Active cooling agents
Available grit range P24 to P120 

MOUNTING: 
Use with a backing pad on an angle grinder and use a 
tightening nut to ensure correct fixing to the machine.

FEATURES
Premium Aluminium oxide grains for fast cutting
Strong backing & unique coating process imparts
high quality finish
Versatile on all work materials

ALKON GOLD PLUS COATED DISC
CAP CODE: F221 & F224

 

FEATURES
Aggressive Zirkon grain removes old paint, rust, weld
beads and burrs quickly
Heavy cloth backing provides strength and durability
for aggressive applications
Full resin bond system holds onto the grains for 
longer for extended disc life
Active cooling agents help to prevent heat build-up
and thermal damage

ZIRKON SPEEDGRIP VELCRO DISC
CAP CODE: R809

Weld grinding and stock removal is often required 

during major collision repair jobs. Norton offers a 

number of fibre discs and self grip discs for 

medium and heavy material removal from metal.

The fibre disc with premium abrasives grain provides a fast 
cutting action, combined with a high stock removal and 
long lifetime.
An excellent product for fast removal of old paint and rust, 
smoothing down welding beads, light deburring and 
blending.

MOUNTING: 
Use with a backing pad on an angle grinder and use a 
tightening nut to ensure correct fixing to the machine.

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Use on Rotary or Random Orbital sander in 
combination with an appropriate size self grip back-
up pad.

MOUNTING: 

 

 

1716

 

 

78072730077

78072734473

78072734475

78072730078

78072734482

78072734484

127mmx22.23

127mmx22.23

127mmx22.23

102mmx16.00

102mmx16.00

102mmx16.00

24

36

60

24

36

60

F822

F822

F822

F822

F822

F822

100

100

100

100

100

100



3. DEBURRING & RUST/PAINT REMOVAL

FEATURES

MOUNTING: 
Fits directly on angle grinder which has tightening nut.

FEATURES

BLAZE RAPID STRIP

Norton Flap Discs are engineered for applications 

from light stock removal to blending, providing

a high quality finish every time, reducing 

processing time with cost reduction

• • 

• 

FLAP DISCS FOR DEBURRING
& RUST/PAINT REMOVAL

Self-sharpening zirconia grains provide aggressive stock 
removal when needed and with lighter pressure, it removes 
deburrs, blends and old paint layers and corrosion, on the 
periphery or interior of doors and wheel arches

Strong cotton cloth backing provides strength, flexibility 
and wear resistance

Optimised flap configuration and increased abrasive 
density makes this range ideal for all low and medium 
pressure applications on all metal types

BEAR PREMIUM
FLAP DISCS

Optimized Flap construction with reinforced 
backing for extended product life

Sharp Aluminium oxide grains offer superior cut 
rate & smear free surface finish

4. QUICK CHANGE DISCS FOR SMALL AREAS

Known as 'Quick Change Discs' for their 

convenience and speed during disc 

changeover, these mini discs have a special 

fastening system which enables discs to be 

changed quickly so no time is wasted during 

the application process. Designed for 

blending, breaking edges and removing 

parting lines and machine marks, the discs 

are small in diameter, ideal for hard to reach 

areas and mild contours as well as small, flat 

surfaces.

Patented ceramic grain delivers an outstanding cut 
rate, which  significantly outperforms similar 
competitor products

The self-lubricating, advanced supersized treatment 
reduces heat build-up, loading and glazing on a 
stainless steel, titanium and super alloys. High 
performance resins offer superior grain retention, 
which extends the product life and keeps the disc 
effective for longer period.

MOUNTING: 
TR: Roll-on/roll-off system using a nylon threaded
male button on a pad (TR) with spindle

1918
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MINI RIGHT ANGLE GRINDER AND 
SPEEDLOK DISC PROFESSIONAL KIT 

Compatible with 50mm (2”)Discs Max RPM 
22,000(0.45 HP)
A compatible assortment of our product-SpeedLok 
disc range complete with mini angle grinder. 
Includes samples of the most popular abrasive 
SpeedLok discs for all application stages from cleaning, 
deburring, blending up to surface finishing.

NORTON 2” MINI ANGLE GRINDER

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
Mini Angle Grinder
50mm(2”) Max RPM 22,000(0.45 HP)

APPLICATIONS & SUITABILITY:
Final surface finishing, chamfering, deburring 
of architectural millwork, sheet metal and surface 
prep, zinc casting, aluminium products, injection 
moulds, etc. general high speed sanding and polishing.

Type of tool  Angle Grinder
Dimension For speedlokdiscs on
  diameter upto 50mm
Weight of tool  0.742 kg
Compressed air  6.2 bar(90psi)
Maximum permissible
operating pressure  6.2 bar (90psi)
Horsepower  0.45
Free speed  22,000 rpm
Air consumption  @6.2 bar 85 litres/min
Vibration value according
to EN ISO 28927-3  3.00 m/s
Measurement uncertainty
(Standard)  0.84 m/s
Recommended lubrications  Air oil 20#

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

GRINDING TOOL SPECIFICATIONS:
Pad size 50mm or smaller.
Collet Chuck 6mm.

AS253 KIT BREAK-UP

• Designed for use with the quick-change back-up 
pad and SpeedLok as well as mini flap discs.

Use with 38mm and 50mm quick change sanding
discs and spindle mounted sanding specialties only.

• 

CAUTION:
The accessories must have a rated speed greater
than the speed marked on the tool.

Noise characteristic value in
accordance with
EN ISO 15744 (ISO 15744):

A – weighted sound pressure level at
workstation 87.3dB

A – weighted sound power level 98.3dB.

Peak C – weighted instantaneous sound
pressure level at workstation < 130 dB

• 

• 

• 

Applications and Suitability: Final surface finishing, 
chamfering, deburring of architectural millwork, sheet 
metal and surface prep, zinc casting, aluminium 
products, injection moulds, etc. general high speed 
sanding and polishing.

SPECIFICATIONS:

EXHAUST DIRECTION

THROTTLE TYPE

HORSEPOWER

AIR CONSUMPTIOMN (L/MIN)

COLLET CHUCK

WEIGHT

UPC CODE

Rear

Level

0.45

85

6 mm

0.74 kg

66261150076

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
• 

• 

• 

QUICK CHANGE DISC HOLDER

69210420269            2” Speedlok Back-up Pad          1
66261055105             3” Speedlok Back-up Pad          1

4. QUICK CHANGE DISCS FOR SMALL AREAS4. QUICK CHANGE DISCS FOR SMALL AREAS
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R809 BELTS

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

PNEUMATIC FILE
BELT SANDER

10X330MM, FREE SPEED 18000 RPM,
0.5 HP

Narrow width multi-purpose belts for  sanding 

hard to reach areas. Designed with ceramic grain 

to offer the best productivity and efficiency. Can 

be used for paint removal, cleaning, removing 

rust, sanding welding points and much more.

Portable file belts are designed to be used for spot 
weld and hem flange removal as well as grinding in   
other tight areas. The 40 and 60 grit belts are ideal 
for spot weld removal on steel followed by the 80 and 
120 grit belts for weld dressing and refinement.

• 

• 

BLAZE FILE BELTS PORTABLE FILE BELT

Norton SG ceramic alumina grain is self-sharpening 
for consistent, aggressive cut and longer life.

Y-wt. polyester cloth backing provides edge-fray 
resistance for improved grinding throughout belt life 
Improved resin bond system significantly improved 
belt life due to exceptional grain adhesion.

Advanced “super-size” grinding lubricant allows for 
a cooler cutting during the life of the belt

• 

R209 ALKON BELTS
PORTABLE FILE BELT

The new Norton pneumatic file belt sander makes life 
easier when used in hard to reach and awkward 
applications and areas

Use with Norton file belts for stock removal, 
deburring or surface preparation and defect removal 
on corners, contours and tight areas

Small but powerful file belt sander with 0.5 HP 
motor, for a mighty output

Ergonomic soft grip improves maneuverability and 
reduces operator fatigue

Small size and light weight improves control and 
finish as well as reduced vibration for better operator 
comfort and the ability to get into small parts

• 

• 

BELT 
SIZE   

WEIGHT 

(MM)
(KG)

POWER
(HP)

AIR
(SCFM)

RPM LENGTH
(IN.)

NOISE 
LEVEL   

(DB)

10X330 0.82 0.56HP 3.25CFM 20000 11.62" 83.8

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

Regulator Mechanism for
Speed adjustment

• 

Speed Regulator

Slot below exhaust to
keep Allen Wrench

• 

5. PORTABLE SANDING BELTS5. PORTABLE SANDING BELTS
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ROCKER-PANEL TEXTURE
COAT

FEATURES

ZINC RICH WELD
THROUGH COATING

FEATURES AND BENEFITS:

• 

Excellent adhesion with high concentration of Zinc 
for corrosion protection.

Superior Conductivity while resistance Spot, MIG & 
TIG welding

Fast drying for maximum efficiency 

• 

• 

• 

 

RUSTPROOFING
CAVITY WAX

FEATURES

PANEL & ADHESIVE
CLEANER

FEATURES
Matches OEM appearance while providing superior 
rust protection. This abrasion resistant coating will 
flow into hard to reach seams

Designed for replacement panels or new car.

Restores the repaired Pillars, Running Board & 
Doors corrosion protection to original 
specification.

• Removes adhesives, tar, grease, wax, body sealers, 
undercoating sprays, and silicone from most surfaces. 
Aggressive cleaner is safe to use on most paint 
applications. Packaged with squirt dispenser.  Use as 
directed

• 

 

63642506425     Rustproofing
Cavity Wax   

Wand Kit

UPC CODE       DESCRIPTION TYPESIZE

24 Oz

63642506426     Corrosion
Protection
Wand Kit   

Aerosol
Cavity Wax

Kit

• 

• 

6. ADHESIVES SEALERS, COATINGS 6. ADHESIVES SEALERS, COATINGS 

2524

A textured, durable coating to protect against stone 
chips, salt, damp and rust

Includes two nozzles to recreate a variety of OEM 
textures

Apply directly to sanded bare metal

High Build formulation covers seams and weld area

Rocker Panel Texture Coating Black/ White 16 Oz 
Aerosol, Net Wt.13 fl. Oz / 369 gms

• 

• 

• 



PREMIUM AUTOMOTIVE 
ATTACHMENT TAPE 

FEATURES

MULTIPURPOSE PE
FOAM BONDING TAPE

FEATURES FEATURES

URETHANE WINDSHIELD
SEALER

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
ACRYLIC DOUBLE SIDED FOAM BONDING TAPE

High-density gray foam tape coated with high strength 
acrylic adhesive on both sides with red polyethylene 
release liner is designed for bonding medium to large 
moldings and accessories. High-strength acrylic adhesive 
provides superior adhesion to plastics, metal, glass, and 
painted vehicle surfaces.

Used for attaching body side moldings, cladding, door 
edges, emblems, interior trim, rocker panel moldings and 
pillar covers

Remains flexible at low temperatures

• 

• 

• 

High-density black foam tape with green polyethylene 
release liner bonds small to medium moldings and 
accessories. High strength acrylic adhesive provides 
superior adhesion to plastics, metal, glass, and painted 
vehicle surfaces. 

• A primerless to glass, one part urethane adhesive 
sealant for Windshield and backlite installations.

Easy handling, fast-set properties, excellent shelf 
life. Passes FMVSS tests.

• 

• 

FEATURES

QUICK SET URETHANE
SEAM SEALER

Quick-set seam sealer can be used to seal any 
body seam against moisture or dust and to finish 
skin panels. Outstanding tool ability. Remains 
flexible when dry. Excellent adhesion to numerous 
substrates.

• 

6. ADHESIVES SEALERS, COATINGS 6. ADHESIVES SEALERS, COATINGS 
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SEALANT APPLCATION GUN
CAGE GUN

FEATURES
For Use with 300 / 310 ml Cartridge sealants

26:1 thrust ratio allows easy dispensing of high 
viscosity adhesives

Sturdy, high-quality, compact with improved 
cartridge stabilization. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

FEATURES
Designed for use with sealants. This item is fully 
enclosed metal unit, which provides fast and 
efficient application of material. Low ratio 
mechanism allows for easy pumping and precise 
application of sealant.

• 

6. ADHESIVES SEALERS, COATINGS 7. FILLERS & ACCESSORIES

POLYESTER PUTTY

FEATURES
Norton  polyester putty is two component 
filling/finishing putty. It has excellent adhesion to 
bare metal and OE finishes.

• 

 

5539553976 Norton Polyester Putty W 2 Kg

UPS CODE PACK SIZEDESCRIPTION

78072763146 Norton Polyester Putty 1 Kg

BODYFILLER

FEATURES
Norton Premium Light Weight body filler provides 
filling, smooth spreading and easy leveling 
properties.

It offers excellent feather-edge adhesion to bare 

• 

 

5539553973 Norton Light Weight Body Filler W 1 Kg

UPS CODE PACK SIZEDESCRIPTION

78072748017 Light Weight Body Filler White 3 Kg

78072763144 Norton Light Weight Body Filler 1 Kg

78072748017 Norton Pre. Light Weight Body Filler 3 Kg
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B.
ABRASIVE,
MANUAL AND
MACHINE SANDING

 1.   MANUAL SANDING

PRE-CUT ROLLS
Cyclonic Multi-Air pre-cut rolls 

FILE SHEETS & 9X11 SHEETS
File sheets 9 X 11Sheets

DRY ROLLS
Self-grip rolls
Paper rolls

SANDING BLOCKS, KITS
& HOSES
Sanding blocks
Hoses
Sanding block kits

1. MANUAL SANDING

FILE SHEETS

MULTI-AIR FILE SHEET WITH
NORZON TECHNOLOGY
CAP CODE: H835

SPECIFICATIONS 

FEATURES

MULTI-AIR PLUS FILE SHEET
CAP CODE: A975

Manufactured to the most perfect standards, Norton's range of 
sanding sheets are second to none. Each product within the 
portfolio is designed to deliver a high quality, consistent finish 
at every stage of your process. Whether you are dry sanding 
primer, deburring, or removing scratches, Norton has a sanding 
sheet for every application

Norton Multi-Air cut sheets are specially designed for dry 
sanding operations, to cut faster, run cooler, resist loading and 
last longer than conventional sandpaper.

SPECIFICATIONS 

The advanced No-Fil® coating prevents build-up of dust and 
avoids premature clogging. In very fine grits, it can be used 
for final dry sanding before spraying, without the risk of 
developing runs

Patented Norton ceramic grain is blended with premium 
heat-treated aluminium oxide to deliver a very high cut rate 
that lasts up to twice as long as conventional abrasives and 
imparts a consistent, uniform scratch pattern

A unique fibre-reinforced latex paper backing adds to the 
flexibility

Makes the cut sheets tear resistant in all the applications

Specifically designed for paint sanding from levelling filler 
to finishing primer

With the self-grip backing, the Multi-Air Plus is easily 
affixed or removed from the sanding block as required

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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 2.  MACHINE SANDING

 3.  HAND SANDING



1. MANUAL SANDING

FEATURES

BODY FILE SHEET
CAP CODE: A275

FEATURES

NORTON DRY SANDING SHEET
(230 X 280 mm)

1. MANUAL SANDING

ZIRKON
BODY FILE SHEET
CAP CODE: R890

SPECIFICATIONS 
SPECIFICATIONS 

SPECIFICATIONS 

NORTON DRY SANDING
PAPER ROLLS
CAP CODE: A275

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS 

• Self-sharpening Zirkon Grains improves cut rate, and 
reduces heat. 

Tough Cloth  backing resists tearing & yields very high 
productivity

Zirkon File Sheets are  ideal for sanding paint 
stripping, sanding of old heavy material & body filler

• 

• 

• Aluminium oxide abrasive with No-Fil® layer cuts fast 
and helps prevent loading, meaning the sanding rolls 
can be used for longer

Ideal for sanding filler, primer, gel-coat, aluminium, 
wood and composite materials.

Anti-static No-Fil® treatment applied to the abrasive 
prevents clogging when in use

• 

• 

FEATURES
• Aluminium oxide abrasive grain for manual sanding of 

all paint layers and lacquer, until smoothing clear coat 
is achieved

No-Fil® layer helps to prevent loading, making sheets 
last longer

Sheets can be used for manual sanding at size 
(230x280mm) or folded/ cut and used with an orbital 
machine or manual sanding block

• 

• 

• Aluminium oxide abrasive with No-Fil® layer cuts 
fast and helps prevent loading, extending life of 
sanding rolls

Ideal for sanding filler, primer, gel-coat, aluminium, 
wood and composite materials

• 
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1. MANUAL SANDING

MULTI-AIR SANDING BLOCKS

FEATURES

ATTACHABLE CONICAL HOSE PIPE

FEATURES

1. MANUAL SANDING

NORTON DRY SANDING ROLL

SPECIFICATIONS 

SPECIFICATIONS 

VENTURA SYSTEM

FEATURES
• FEPA graded premium ALO grains

Strong C-weight paper backing

Non-loading formulation with impregnated bond

• 

• 

• The perfect partner for Norton abrasives for high 
dust extraction, including Norton Cyclonic, Multi-Air 
or MeshPower, for cut sheets or rolls, available in a 
range of sizes for any product dimension

An in-built air chamber keeps sanding dust-free and 
the workplace clean

Robust, impact resistant plastic body that has been 
built to last and stands up to the rigours of day-to-
day use

• 

• 

• The 4m flexible tube comes with a universal conical 
adaptor that can be connected to any vacuum 
system. This universal adaptor can be removed to 
be connected directly to an adapted vacuum system

FEATURES
• Light weight Ventura System for effectively dust 

collection during surface preparation using 
pneumatic handblocks.

ACCESSORIES (INCLUSIVE):
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1. MANUAL SANDING

FEATURES & BENEFITS

FEATURES

VELCRO HAND BOCKSVENTURA TOOLS &
CONSUMABLE KIT

SPECIFICATIONS 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Sanding sheets for use with pneumatic sanding 

machines made using the highest standard 

abrasive manufacturing technology. Multiple hole 

options make for the best operation possible for 

dust extraction solutions, perfect for applications 

such as sanding old paint, primer and filler, 

deburring, removing scratches, finishing plastic 

filler and feather-edging repaired areas.

NORTON  6”       100   
BLAZE CERAMIC  
CAP code : A995

MULTI-AIR 400 80, 120, 150, 180, 
CERAMIC VELCRO   220, 320, 400, 
PAPER DISC   500, 600
CAP code : A975

MULTI-AIR PLUS   80 P320, P400, P500
SOFT-TOUCH 
CAP Code : A975

MULTI-AIR    XXXX  P320, P400, P800, 
SOFT-TOUCH   P1000, P1500
CAP Code : A275

MULTI-AIR  

ORBITAL SANDERS    
CAP code : XXXX

BLUE FIRE 6 HOLES  6”  XXXX 100
VELCRO DISC
CAP code : H835

NORTON 150mm 
6 HOLES   180, 240, 280, 320,
CAP code : A275  

VELCRO DISC 150mm 
6 HOLES   180, 240, 280, 320,
CAP code : A216   400, 500 

NORTON SELF-GRIP 5" x 5/16-24 10 _
BACK-UP PADS   
CAP code : B21072

NORTON  6" x 0 20 
PRO SELF-GRIP
FOAM INTERFACE   
CAP code : B21091

ERGONOMIC HAND 6" x 0 5 
SANDING BLOCK
CAP code : HBS4

DRY DEFECT
GUIDE COAT 

6" x 0 6 _

CAP code : AS86

   

    

Norton Dry Sanding Ventura kit comes with Norton Ventura 
unit & Norton Multi-Air File Sheets in range of grits for 
demanding block sanding application on fillers. This kit 
enables the users to implement the complete dry sanding 
system using file sheets. The kit comes with a reusable blue 
sports bag for easy transportation.

• The special coating prevents build-up of dust and avoids 
premature clogging.

Self-grip fixing for easy application and removal from 
sanding block.

More consistent, uniform in scratch pattern

• 

• 

Constructed of flexible, yet tough foam and  shaped 
to fit comfortably in your hand. The design is good 
for both flat surfaces as well as contours. Works with 
standards Velcro sheets.

• 

2. MACHINE SANDING

SANDING DISCS

Multi-Air Blaze Disc – A995

Multi-Air Ceramic Disc – A975

Multi-Air Back-Up Pads & interface pad

Blue Fire Disc – H835

Norton 6” Velcro Disc – A275

Norton 6” Velcro Disc – A216

Accessories

80, 120, 180, 320,
400

6” 

6” 

6” 

_

_
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2. MACHINE SANDING

FEATURES

MULTI-AIR WITH
NORZON TECHNOLOGY 
CAP CODE: H835

SPECIFICATIONS 

• Sharp Norzon grains cuts through old paint layers, body 
filler and smooth sharp edges with ease and the open 
coating helps to prevent clogging

High strength E-weight paper backing is tear resistant 
and significantly reduces common issues such as curling 
and edge chipping

A full resin bond system maintains grain adhesion, 
ensuring the grain stays intact for longer for maximum 
productivity and life of the disc

Self-grip backing facilitates quick and easy disc changing

• 

• 

• 

MULTI-AIR CERAMIC
VELCRO PAPER DISC
CAP CODE: A975

MOUNTING
For use with 150mm medium or hard Multi-Air back-up 
pad on an orbital sander. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

FEATURES

• SG ceramic grains blended with heat treated aluminium 
oxide grains provides a high, fast cut rate on primer, paint, 
composites, marine gel coat and non-ferrous metals

The blend of grain provides a consistent and uniform 
scratch pattern, maintaining the desired surface finish and 
excellent wear resistance

In P80-P120 discs, the backing is thicker for more 
aggressive use, P150-P800 is thinner, for better flexibility 
in finer applications

The unique hole configuration and No-Fil® coating resists 
loading to extend disc life by up to two times longer than 
conventional discs when sanding dry or wet surfaces. Disc 
colour will not transfer to the surface of the working area

• 

• 

• 

2. MACHINE SANDING

FEATURES

MULTI-AIR
SOFT - TOUCH 
CAP CODE: A275

MOUNTING
To be used on  Ø150mm
Multi-Air back-up pads on orbital sanders.

SPECIFICATIONS 

FEATURES

MULTI-AIR PLUS
SOFT - TOUCH 
CAP CODE: A975

APPLICATIONS 
SALMON : Sanding cataphoretic coats and primer
YELLOW : Sanding polyurethane primer
DARK BLUE : Sanding polyurethane primer

APPLICATIONS 
SALMON : Sanding cataphoretic coats and primer
YELLOW : Sanding polyurethane
DARK BLUE : Primer
BLUE : Cutting back lacquer before a flush joint
WHITE : Blending on clear coat
GREEN : Before polishing and bung

SPECIFICATIONS 

• Premium, SG ceramic grain blended with heat-treated 
aluminium oxide grains provide excellent cutting action 
for a very high level finish

The foam backing is colour coded to aid quick product 
identification for each stage of sanding

Fibre-reinforced latex paper creates a flexible and tear 
resistant backing

Unique hole configuration and No-Fil® coating 
significantly improves load resistance with no risk of 
colour transfer thanks to the pigment free layer

• 

• 

• 

• Premium, heat-treated aluminium oxide grains 
provide excellent cutting action for a very high level 
finish

The foam backing is colour coded to aid quick 
product identification for each stage of sanding

Fibre-reinforced latex paper creates a flexible and 
tear resistant backing

No-Fil® coating is both water based and pigment-
free to significantly improve load resistance and 
eliminate the risk of colour transfer

• 

• 

• 
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2. MACHINE SANDING

MULTI-AIR
BACK-UP PAD

SPECIFICATIONS 

NORTON
MULTI-AIR INTER FACE

SPECIFICATIONS 

UPC CODE DIAMETER  PK QTY

7660719359 150mm 5

TYPE/GRADE

Multi-Air

FEATURES

BLUE FIRE 
CAP CODE: H835

• Sharp Norzon grains cut through old paint layers to bare 
metal, body filler and smooth sharp edges with ease and 
the open coating helps to prevent clogging

High strength E-weight paper backing is tear resistant 
and significantly reduces common issues such as curling 
and edge chipping

A full resin bond system maintains grain adhesion, 
ensuring the grain stays intact for longer for maximum 
productivity for the life of the disc

Self-grip backing facilitates quick and easy disc changing

• 

• 

• 

SPECIFICATIONS 

2. MACHINE SANDING

FEATURES

VELCRO DISC
6 HOLES
CAP CODE: A216

SPECIFICATIONS 
SPECIFICATIONS 

FEATURES

NORTON
6 HOLES
CAP CODE: A275

• Heat-treated high performance aluminium oxide grain 
provides the disc with a fast cut rate and a consistent, 
uniform scratch pattern

Discs are flexible and tear resistant due to their fibre-
reinforced latex paper backing which is heavier in grits 
P80-P120, for more aggressive applications and lighter 
weight in finer grits for more flexibility

The No-Fil® layer is added to resist loading and is 
pigment-free, which eliminates the risk of colour transfer 
to the surface

• 

• 

• With sharp aluminium oxide grains, A216 disc is 
ideal for feather edging, stripping old paint and dry 
sanding of filler

Durable latex paper backing supports tougher 
applications whilst maintaining flexibility and is 
resistant to tearing

The No-Fil® water based stearate layer prevents 
dust build-up on the disc meaning it can be used 
for longer until being changed

• 

• 

4140



2. MACHINE SANDING

FEATURES

NORTON SELF- GRIP
6” 6 HOLES BACK-UP PADS

SPECIFICATIONS 

• Self-grip back-up pads are available in different hole size, 
configurations, densities and with a versatile attachment 
system of thread size & washers.

To improve the versatility of Norton discs, a complete 
range of interface pads and conversion interfaces are 
also available

• 

FEATURES

NORTON PRO SELF-GRIP
6” 6 HOLES FOAM INTERFACE
CAP CODE: BZ1059

SPECIFICATIONS 

• Super soft interfaces with 10mm foam thickness 
for the best finish even on curved surfaces

2. MACHINE SANDING

4342

FEATURES & BENEFITS

NORTON DUST EXTRACTION
VACUUM UNIT

SPECIFICATIONS 

• 41 Liter Tack Capacity – High Vacuum Capacity

Fleece Dust Bag (M Class Filter) – Reusable, low 
maintenance cost. No Paper Dust bag required

Double Stage Motor with Multi Stage Filtration

Electrostatic Dissipation

• 

NORTON RANDOM
ORBITAL SANDER

• 

• 

UPC CODE

TANK CAPACITY

AIRFLOW

VOLTAGE

POWER

NOISE LEVEL

DIMENSION

WEIGHT (KG)

TANK MATERIAL

NO. OF MOTORS

HOSE DIA

AUTO CUT

78072738347

41L 

210 m3/h 

220-240 V 

1100 - 1200 W

72 dB(A) 

380x380x780 (LxWxH)

14

Steel 

1

36 MM

Yes

FEATURES & BENEFITS

SPECIFICATIONS 

• 12,000 rpm free speed for swirl-free finishes.

Durable composite design.

Built-in power regulator for optimized power 
control.

Well-balanced for smooth handling.

360 degree air exhaust is available for Central 
Vacuum.

• 

• 

• 

UPC CODE

VACUUM

WEIGHT (KG)

ORBIT (MM)

AIR (SCFM)

RPM

POWER (HP)

VIBRATION LEVEL M/S²

NOISE LEVEL (DB)

WORK PRESSURE

AIR INLET THREAD

78072738348 

SV

0.7 Kg 

5 mm

2 CFM 57 L / Min

12000

0.25 HP  186 W

3.61

85 

6.2 bars

PT1/4-19

• 



2. MACHINE SANDING 3. HAND SANDING

FEATURES

SANDING SPONGE
HAND PADS

AVAILABILITY:
APPLICATIONS:

FEATURES

NORTON ROTOLO FOAM

• Norton Pro A275 is a premium abrasive available in 
the full grit range for all common sanding and 
finishing applications. and thanks to the No-Fil® 
treatment, clogging is reduced, increasing product 
performance and life

The flexible foam is ideal for use on round edges, 
contours and curves without breaking through the 
paint

Rolls are packed in a handy dispenser box and have 
colour coded labels that show the grit size for quick 
product selection and easy storage

• 

• 
• Abrasive grain coated on sponge backing

Grit printed on the back of each sponge

Highly comfortable

• 

• 

Feather-edge, scuff primer, scuff new parts before 
painting and preparing panel for base coat

SPECIFICATIONS 

The finishing action of sponges generates a finer finish 
than conventional coated abrasive products. These 
pads generate a finish corresponding to coarse or fine 
grits based on whether the pad is used dry or wet 
respectively. The coarser grit is the finish achieved 
when sanding dry and the finer grit is the finish 
achieved when sanding wet.

45

ERGONOMIC
HAND SANDING BLOCK
CAP CODE: HBS4

FEATURES

DRY GUIDE COAT

FEATURES

• The unique design quickly converts a 6” diameter 
disc into a hand sander. The ergonomic design of the 
pad fits the user's fingers for added comfort and 
reduced fatigue.

SPECIFICATIONS 

• Quickly identifies pinholes and deep scratches in 
primer to ensure the total primed area is sanded 
prior to top coating

Does not require masking and takes no time to dry

Does not contain solvents and can be used for both 
wet and dry sanding

• 

• 

SPECIFICATIONS 
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3. HAND SANDING

FEATURES

SCUFF GEL

SPECIFICATIONS 

• Norton Scuff Gel is formulated to clean, degrease and 
abrade in one step

Designed for use with grey and gold BearTex pads, 
using Scuff Gel gives better paint adhesion

The water based formula rinses easily and leaves no 
mess

• 

FEATURES

BEARTEX
NON-WOVEN

SPECIFICATIONS 

• BearTex is made from silicon carbide and aluminium 
oxide grains bonded to synthetic resins to provide a 
cushioned, 3D material which is pliable, long lasting 
and provides an excellent finish without cutting 
through the undercoat/paint layer

The open mesh construction is both flexible and 
waterproof, meaning that it will not load, shapes itself 
to the contours of any surface and is washable and 
reusable

From cleaning to finishing, BearTex can be used in 
many body shop applications as it is available in pads, 
rolls, and discs in very fine to micro fine grades

• 

Rinses off easily and completely. Water-based formula, 
very low in V.O.C (Volatile Organic Compounds)

• 

• 

MAROON GREY

Very fine Ultra fine

COLOUR

GRADE

GE GRIT
NERATED

FEATURES

APPLICATIONS

P320/400 P600/800 -

Quick and
aggressive cut
Tear-resistant

Quick cut,
uniform finish.
Incredibly
flexible, yet
tear-resistan

Cutting back
surface inside
a brand new
part

Finishing a
primer on
sharp edges
Gentle cutting
back before
flush joint
Can be used
with Scuff Gel

4746
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SPECIFICATIONS 

PURE ICE FILM DISCS

FEATURES

NORTON ICE DISCS 

C.
PAINT FINISHING 

• 

The Ice range is a complete solution of abrasive discs, 
compounds, polishing heads, cloths and accessories 
designed to provide the ultimate finish. Combine Liquid 
Ice polishing compounds with Pure Ice Q175 or Norton Ice 
discs to remove defects quicker, more effectively and 
thereby reduce polishing time.

• Polish in spot repair applications faster thanks to the 
uniform cut, smooth finish and lower scratch depth

The open mesh foam backing moulds to the surface for 
even distribution of pressure for consistent finish

The mesh foam is waterproof, making the disc washable 
and reusable, can also be used by hand

Colour coded discs make grit identification possible
at-a-glance

2. WPP AND NORTON
    REVOLUTION COMPOUND

1.  NORTON ICE RANGE
Discs
Foam interfaces

3. BUFFING/POLISHING

Detailer Spray
Buffing/Polishing pads

4. CLOTHS AND CLAY RANGE

5. HEADLIGHT REPAIR KIT

CAP CODE: Q175

FEATURES
The ultra-thin film backing provides multiple benefits 
including excellent flexibility, allowing conformity to 
contours in the car body and it helps the discs to 
remain flat and prevent curling
Patented resin technology promotes excellent grain 
adhesion that keeps the disc effective for longer and 
imparts a consistent finish that's easier to buff out
Water based No-Fil® stearate coating resists loading, 
eliminates pigtails and further extends the life of the 
product
Colour coded grits provide an at-a-glance identification 
of the correct product across all hole configurations 
including the dust reducing Multi-Air disc

• 

• 

• 

MOUNTING

For better results, use with the Norton Foam Interface pad.

CAP CODE: Q255

• 

• 

• 

SPECIFICATIONS 

4948
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BLACK ICE MICROFINE WPP

SPECIFICATIONS 

FEATURES

NORTON REVOLUTION
FAST CUT CREAM

• 

NEW TECHNOLOGY provides much better finishing and 
great cut life

• General use paste type compound. One-step system 
provides a fast cutting action and a high gloss finish. 
Use with water for optimum performance.

CAP CODE: T499

The T499 Black Ice Microfine water proof paper (wpp) 
has been specialy designed to ensure a perfect polishing, 
in alignment with market demands 

The T499 Black Ice technology guarantees a single grain 
layer (monolayer) and angular grain with a new 
crystalinnity structure. This WWP is adept to eliminate all 
problems with respect to scratches remaining after 
polishing step and proves to be a powerful tool as part 
of complete Norton polishing portfolio

MAIN ATTRIBUTES
Homogeneous cut pattern

Excellent finishing

Greater productivity and less material/time during 
polishing step

Great cut life

• 

• 

• 

• 

AVAILABILITY
2.5kg & 1kg

SPECIFICATIONS 

CAP CODE: LE13

FEATURES

DETAILER SPRAY

FEATURES

BUFFING/POLISHING PADS

• The detailer spray cleans up excess buffing residue and 
provides paint protection. Just spray it on and wipe it off 
with a Norton Blue Magnet microfiber cloth.

• These pads are engineered to work with Norton 
compounds and polishes to achieve the optimal cut in 
the least amount of time while producing the best finish. 

CAP CODE: VD2

AVAILABILITY

SPECIFICATIONS 

AVAILABILITY
Spray - 945ml

SPECIFICATIONS 

Size: 8” (Foam Pad Blue & White; Waffle Foam Pad Black), 
7.5” (Single and double sided twisted wool pad – body

FEATURES

5150

• 

• 

2. WPP AND NORTON REVOLUTION COMPOUND 3. BUFFING/POLISHING



FEATURES

REVOLUTION
MICROFIBER CLOTH

SPECIFICATIONS 

FEATURES

CLAY FINISHING
SOLUTIONS

• Ultimate performance cleaning cloth for general 
purpose applications such as dusting, drying, 
polishing and waxing

Absorbs eight times its weight in water, dries faster 
than chamois material and is ultra soft, reusable and 
machine washable

Blue Magnet can be used dry or slightly damp to 
easily remove dirt, grease and dust from most 
surfaces including metal, paint, glass, plastic and 
leather

• For best results, use with the Norton Detailer Spray to 
give flawless showroom finish

Clay Disc - for finishing large surface areas by machine. 
With a soft foam backing, the disc is ideal for curved 
and contoured surfaces during fine surface preparation

Clay Glove - ideal for manual finishing of difficult to 
reach areas such as edge of panels

CAP CODE: LPM4

SPECIFICATIONS 

FEATURES

HEADLIGHT REPAIR KIT

• Ideal for quick restoration of headlights that are 
discoloured or chipped

KIT DETAILS

CAP CODE: VD11

SERIAL NO. MOQ

1 1

1

DESCRIPTION

Mini Orbital Sander
76mm (pneumatic)

Mini Polisher
76mm (pneumatic)

2

3 2

2

Pad 76mm

Foam interface 76mm4

5 50

50

Norton Pro discs
76mm A975 P500

Norton Pro discs
76mm A975 P800

6

• 

• 

• 

• 

7 6

6

Norton Ice discs
80mm Q255 1500

Norton Ice discs
80mm Q255 3000

8

9 2

2

Polishing head
medium 76mm

Polishing head soft 76mm10

11 1

1

Liquid Ice Quick
Cut - 250ml

Liquid Ice OEM - 250ml12

1Liquid Ice Detailer Spray13

5352
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FARÉCLA

1.  G3 ADVANCED LIQUID PROTECTION

2.  G3 1 STEP PREMIUM COMPOUND

3.  G3 GLAZE GLOSS ENHANCER

4.  G3 WAX LIQUID PROTECTION

5.  G360 SUPERFAST COMPOUND

6.  G3 FINISHING COMPOUND

7.   G3 PREMIUM ABRASIVE COMPOUND 

8.  G3 SUPER GLOSS PASTE WAX 

9. G PLUS ROTARY POLISHER

10. G PLUS DUAL  ACTION POLISHER

FEATURES

G3 ADVANCED 
LIQUID PROTECTION

FEATURES

G3 1 STEP
PREMIUM COMPOUND

UPC CODE : 69210420292/
                      69210420294

UPC CODE : 69210420286 / 
                      69210420285

Versatile application, even on fresh and cured 
paintwork

Removes P1500 abrasive paper marks without the
use of fillers 

Rapid cutting action ensures high performance 
and saves time

Less water usage eases post application clean-up 
process

• • 

• 

• 

• 

1 step finish process, rapidly cuts P1500 or finer 
sanding marks to deliver outstanding gloss

Effortless application with hand or machine

No fillers to deliver permanent results

• 

• 

5554
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FEATURES

G3 GLAZE
GLOSS ENHANCER LIQUID PROTECTION
UPC CODE : 69210420298 UPC CODE : 69210420283/

                      69210420273

Achieves an exceptional glossy finish in a short
span of time 

Excellent filling capability and protective property
Ideal for colour restoration

• 

• 

Provides an exceptional glossy finish on all types of 
cured paintwork

Viscous formulation spreads well to form a thick and 
strong protective coating that does not dry up or get 
bued o easily

Does not dry out while application in direct sunlight

Long lasting protection

FEATURES

• 

• 

• 

• 

FEATURES FEATURES

SUPERFAST COMPOUND
UPC CODE : 78072755249

FINISHING COMPOUND
UPC CODE : 78072755259

• • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Super-fast results on P1500 sanding marks, eliminating 
the need for expensive and time consuming P3000 
abrasive discs

Unique abrasive technology that contains no fillers or 
silicones, removing P1500 sanding marks permanently

Unlike P3000 which can mask P1500 process marks, 
G360 is transparent in use, allowing the operator to see 
the sanding marks being removed

Not only are P3000 discs no longer needed,
but a single bottle of G360 Compound covers two

 process steps

G3 Fine Finishing Compound offers rapid and 
permanent removal of minor surface defects, 
holograms and swir l marks from all modern paint 
systems. Excellent on dark colours.

Quickly removes P3000 or finer sanding marks
Swirls and holograms are eliminated permanently
Restores lightly oxidized paint work and dull surfaces

Can be used by machine with foam as well as by
hand. Easy clean up, minimal splatter or dusting

Availability: 1000g
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FEATURES

SUPER GLOSS PASTE WAX

• 

• 

Ultra-high-grade wax blend for high gloss finish
Ensures protection up to 6 months

Includes wax applicator pad for easy application

Availability: 1500ml• 

G PLUS
ROTARY POLISHER

G PLUS DUAL ACTION
POLISHER

FEATURES

G3 PREMIUM
ABRASIVE COMPOUND

Long Lasting, Powerful Cut - Permanent Results

Visibly Clear - transparent characteristic allows the operator
to see the correction area when compounding

Better Slip

Clean in Use and Easy to Wipe Off

All Paint Types

Size : 1KG

• 

P1500 or finer sanding marks from all modern paint 
systems, while leaving a swirl free, high gloss finish with 
reduced product consumption. In use, it has a 
transparent characteristic which allows the operator to 
see the work area when  compounding.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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UPC CODE : 78072755250

G3

UPC CODE : 78072739269 UPC CODE : 78072739264 UPC CODE : 78072739260
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SPECIFICATIONS 
SPECIFICATIONS 

NORTON PAINT SYSTEM

DISPOSABLE KIT

FEATURES

REUSABLE HARD CUP

FEATURES

E.
NORTON PAINT 
SYSTEM:

1.  DISPOSABLE KITS

2. REUSABLE HARD CUP

3. DISPENSERS

4. COTTON TACK CLOTH

5. ADAPTERS 

• Two different kits are available with different mesh 
weights built in to the filter inside the lids: 190μ and 125μ

Refer to the paint manufacturer's recommendation for 
the correct filter mesh. Each kit comes complete with 48 
lids with membranes, liners, rings, plugs and a mixing bar

• 

• The reusable mixing cup has pre-printed mixing ratio 
scales for greater convenience. The mixing cups are 
used with the components from the kit to create a 
unitized system
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NORTON PAINT SYSTEM NORTON PAINT SYSTEM

ADAPTERS

FEATURES
Allow most spray guns to be easily adapted to the Norton 
Paint System

UPC CODE                         SIZE DESCRIPTION SPRAY GUN COMPATIBILITY MOQ 

7660721658 16mm Female, 1.5mm Thread  2A IWATA W 400, WR 400, LPA 94, VXL Primer Gun,  4

LPH 400, LPH 440, SATA Jet B, Jet B NR 92, NR 95 HVLP

12mm Male, 1.5mm Thread 5A Sagola 403 G, 433 G, 434 G, 444 G, 450 G, 4100 G,  4

4200 G, 4300, SATA LM B 92, SATA 3000 

with Quick Connect

7660721669 3/8 Male, 19 Thread (BSP) 15A DeVilbiss PRI, GTI, GTI Pro, GFG, GFV,GFHV 510 4

SPECIFICATIONS 

• 

FEATURES

DISPENSERS

• ·Keep your Norton Paint System tidy in the 
bodyshop with a handy dispenser system for liners 
and rings

Available in small and medium/large• 

7170

CAP CODE: AS82/AS83/AS85

78072739254

COTTON TACK RAG

FEATURES
• The 100% bleached cotton (15 threads per sq inch) is 

coated with an adhesive resin, which picks up and 
retains particles effectively
Solvent and silicon free dose not cause surface 
contamination
Compatible with both solvent & water base paints.

• 

• 

SPECIFICATIONS 



1. MASKS
     - Dual cartridge respirator mask
     - Particulate filter pad replacement

2. SAFETY GLASSES
     - Safety glasses
     - Glasses safety information
     - Disposable masks

DUAL CARTRIDGE
RESPIRATOR MASK 

FEATURES

• Soft, non-allergenic material is smooth and 
comfortable to wear on the face
Patented hygienic form guard maintains the shape of 
the mask and its cleanliness after use
Low profile cartridge provides unimpeded vision to 
the user
Cradle suspension and adjustable head straps give the 
user a secure and comfortable fit

• 

• 

• 

PARTICULATE FILTER PAD
REPLACEMENT 

FEATURES

• Use with the Dual Cartridge Respirator Mask to 
protect against dust and gas
Filter replacement pads are low maintenance and can 
be frequently replaced to prevent replacing the mask.
Ensures a secure and comfortable fit

• 

7372
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SAFETY GLASSES 

FEATURES

• Ideal for general purpose applications protects from 
dust and paint particles
Markings on the frame and lens indicate conformity to 
quality and safety standards

• 

USAGE ADVICE

Place the respirator 
over the mouth and 
nose, then pull the 
head harness over the 
crown of the head.

Attach the bottom 
straps behind the neck.

Tighten top strap by 
pulling on ends to obtain 
a secure and comfortable 
fit. Tighten bottom straps 
by pulling on ends or 
loosen by pushing out on 
buckle tab.

Check respirators 
each time you enter
a contaminated area.

Directive 89/656/CEE of 30 November 1989: on the use of PPE 
by workers. It stipulates the employers' obligations

The PPE required for work must be provided free of charge

PPE must comply with the legal provisions in force

The employer must have, at its disposal, the information needed 
for proper use of the product. The rules and conditions of use 
must be defined

The user must be informed, and training provided

Directive 89/686/CEE of 21 December 1989: on the design, 
market entry, free circulation of PPE within the European Union. 
This Directive has evolved and been modified by 95/58/CEE

The essential requirements to be met by PPE in order to be put 
on the European market

The specific texts provide a classification with regard to hazards

NORTON UPHOLDS THE FOLLOWING
EUROPEAN DIRECTIVES FOR RESPIRATORY MASKS:

STANDARD EN 166

STANDARDS AND LEGISLATION FOR GLASSES

Directive 89/686/EEC (Design) describes the 
essential requirements to be met in order to sell 
protective glasses on the European market.

PPE from the European Union must bear a marking 
testifying to its compliance with Directive 
89/686/EEC. All our glasses comply with Directive 
89/686/EEC and EN 166 which describes 
“Technical Performance Standards”. Our premium 
glasses comply with the EN 175 which describes 
“equipment for eye and face protection during 
welding and allied process”.

The “CE” marking appears on the smallest 
packaging unit.
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NOTES
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